Tennant Creek
Colours

Clay

Linen

Hemp

Storm

Jet

Blueberry

Snow

Metallic Luna

Metallic Silver

Tennant Creek
Corrected Grain

Description
New Zealand leather with a contemporary feel.
Tennant Creek is the best choice for a uniformed
and high performance finish. The perfect choice
for those who like dinner on the couch and want
an easily wipe able leather. A modern twist on a
classic product.

Leather Maintenance
Regularly vacuum your leather using a suitable
brush attachment to remove dust, crumbs etc
Metallic Platinum Metallic Black Pearl
Wipe the surface weekly with a soft damp cloth
to pick up surface dust
We recommend the use of our Molmic Leathers
Care Kit to protect and maintain your furniture

Type
Corrected Grain

Avoid using aggressive, or nonspecific cleaners on
the leather as they with damage the surface
Avoid exposing your furniture to direct sunlight
(includes UV rays) for long periods

Recommended Application
Residential use
Commercial use

Benefits of Corrected Grain Leather
Consistent texture
Easy to clean

For further information visit
molmic.com.au
Follow us on Instagram @molmic_sofas

Settler
Colours

Amber

Black

Cloak

Serge

Shanty

Tapa

Settler
Pull up Aniline

Description
Originating from New Zealand, this leather was
designed to have a more rugged, masculine
appearance. With a wax finish, it has a subtle two
toned effect of a pull up leather. Natural
markings are part of the unique character and
should become the focus of this product.

Type

Over time, this leather will develop more
character and patina. Embrace its beauty and
make it part of your family.

Residential use

Leather Maintenance

Benefits of Pull up Aniline Leathers

Regularly vacuum your leather using a suitable
brush attachment to remove dust, crumbs etc

Distressed, rustic, masculine appearance

Pull up Aniline with wax finish

Recommended Application

Wipe the surface weekly with a soft damp cloth
to pick up surface dust

Needs to be used to get the full effect of its character,
additional marks will become part of the story of the
furniture.

We recommend the use of our Molmic Leathers
Care Kit to protect and maintain your furniture

For further information visit

Avoid using aggressive, or nonspecific cleaners on
the leather as they with damage the surface

molmic.com.au
Follow us on Instagram @molmic_sofas

Avoid exposing your furniture to direct sunlight
(includes UV rays) for long periods

Coronet
Colours

Camel

Oak

Grey

Mahogany

Nero

Olive

Coronet
Semi Aniline

Description
Made in New Zealand, Coronet is a stylish leather
with a very subtle sheen. Named after the
pristine snowfields, this leather invokes the
feeling of a luxury ski chalet. A more consistent
grain, while still having the elegance that a
premium leather deserves.

Type

Refined elegance with a sophisticated feel,
perfect for feature pieces or everyday classics.

Residential use

Semi Aniline

Recommended Application

Leather Maintenance
Benefits of Pull up Aniline Leathers
Regularly vacuum your leather using a suitable
brush attachment to remove dust, crumbs etc
Wipe the surface weekly with a soft damp cloth
to pick up surface dust

Even appearance while still exhibiting the natural characteristics of an Aniline leather.
Great alternative to Aniline if you are after a more stain
resistant finish.

We recommend the use of our Molmic Leathers
Care Kit to protect and maintain your furniture
Avoid using aggressive, or nonspecific cleaners on
the leather as they with damage the surface

For further information visit

Avoid exposing your furniture to direct sunlight
(includes UV rays) for long periods

Follow us on Instagram @molmic_sofas

molmic.com.au

WyeRiver
Colours

Olive

WyeRiver

Type

Soft Finish Aniline

Soft Finish Aniline

Anthracite

Description
Like our beautiful coastal town, WyeRiver will
capture your heart.
Made from Australian hides, this aniline leather is
everyday luxury. It has the beautiful natural
characteristics that you would expect from a
premium leather. With a soft handle, this is the
perfect leather for those that love real leather.
Every hide has its own charm, making every piece
of furniture unique.

Leather Maintenance
Regularly vacuum your leather using a suitable
brush attachment to remove dust, crumbs etc
Wipe the surface weekly with a soft damp cloth
to pick up surface dust
We recommend the use of our Molmic Leathers
Care Kit to protect and maintain your furniture
Avoid using aggressive, or nonspecific cleaners on
the leather as they with damage the surface
Avoid exposing your furniture to direct sunlight
(includes UV rays) for long periods

Recommended Application
Residential use

Benefits of Soft Finish Aniline Leather
Premium Leather
Soft buttery handle

For further information visit
molmic.com.au
Follow us on Instagram @molmic_sofas

